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A NEW WAY TO COMPUTE CHARGED FUSION PRODUCTS TRAJECTORIES.

APPLICATION TO THE DETECTION OF 3 MEV PROTONS.

C. M. Doloc & G. Martin

Association Euratom-CEA

Département de Recherches sur la Fusion Contrôlée

Centre d'Etude Cadarache, 13108 Saint-Paul-lez-Durance, France

ABSTRACT

We report here recent results concerning the 3 MeV Fusion Proton trajectories in the

"Tore-Supra" Tokamak. The orbit computations were made in a new and unusual manner

based on a topological equation which governs these trajectories. This method eludes both

the problem of computing precision and the need to follow a large number of particles along

their orbits: it allows to draw a topological map of trajectories, i.e. to find all possible

trajectory classes, without any numerical computation. It gives also the transitions occurring

between the various classes. The confinement of the proton orbits and the optimisation of

the detector location were studied under the same topological rules. The need to develop

this subject comes from the necessity to explain a large quantity of experimental data

recorded by a silicon detector system on Tore-Supra. Experimental analysis of the Charged

Fusion Products [CFP] is ensured by this unique detection system which allows to obtain

simultaneously energy and pitch-angle resolution.



I. THE PROBLEM OF FAST PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES

In Tokamaks, the knowledge of spatial and energetic distributions of the CFP orbits is still

an important topic, especially to predict alpha particle losses in future fusion reactors. The

aim of this paper is to present recent model developments done at Tore-Supra in this field.

A large quantity of experimental results were obtained with a silicon detector system1,

allowing the building of a data base2 concerning the 3 MeV proton behavior during all Tore-

Supra plasma heating scenarios. But the complexity of the interpretations asked for a new

way to compute the trajectories, in orde.r to find them easily and quickly.

Many authors6 have treated this problem with the purpose to study the plethora of

possible Tokamak trajectories, and to find the transitions between them. Unfortunately, until

now, these classifications are far from being complete and the transitions between the orbit

classes are not well known. This deficiency calls in question the method used to compute

the trajectories: usually, for building a map of the orbit classes in the Constants-of -Motion

space [COM space], a trajectory code is used to follow test particles under given

geometrical rules. But the success of such method is very sensitive to the computing

precision of the code and to the fineness of the grid used to scan the space. For example,

an exotic type of trajectory, which can appear only for some very peculiar values of the

initial parameters, has a big chance to remain hidden or to be included in another class. The

new topological approach tries to avoid both these problems:, .the orbit type is

unambiguously determined by the initial values of the particle parameters, or its related

COM co-ordinates. All possible classes of trajectories can be evidenced. Its main limitation

lies on the axial symmetry approximation, which implies that the Ripple effects could not be

taken into account.

II. THE TOPOLOGICAL FORMALISM.

In a previous paper3, we have proposed a new approach for solving the general problem

of Charged Particle Orbits in an axisymmetric toroidal configuration. As in most of the

literature, it is based upon the adiabatic assumptions: it uses the invariance of a few

characteristics of the particles, like energy or magnetic momentum, along the orbit. These

quantities are called "Constants of Motion". The choice of the COM's is capital to have the

most meaningful description. As reported by Rome and Peng7, the COM-space should

respect some basic conditions: to be unique, (i.e. a given point of the COM-space should

correspond to one and only one type of orbit) and to be well filled (i.e. a trajectory type

should result from a wide choice of the three constants of motion).

The usual choice of the enargy E, magnetic momentum n and toroidal momentum L

provides a rather empty and multi-sheeted COM space because of the uncertainty of the

sign of v,, in L. For this reason we have tried to evidence another COM-space, physically
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meaningful in the sense of Rome & Peng7. If the energy E is an exact invariant, we
approximate the two others to the first order in pll, where p is the Larmor radius and I the

characteristic length of the magnetic configuration.

The three usual invariants are related to the particle and plasma parameters by:

(1) E

(3)4

where m and q represent the particle mass and charge respectively, V|| and vx are the

parallel and perpendicular components of its velocity with respect to the magnetic field

direction, R and Z are its radial and vertical positions, and ^ p represents the vertical flux

enclosed in a toroidal loop lying at (R, Z). In an axisymmetric Tokamak the main component

of the magnetic field is the toroidal one, and its magnitude is given by Ampere's law, where

Bo represents its value at the center of the torus of radius Ro:

The effect of the poloidal component, and of the dia- or paramagnëtism of the plasma,

have been neglected as their values are less than one percent. Under this assumption, it is

possible to obtain the basic equation which governs the topological properties of the

trajectories:

This equation makes the balance between a normalized vertical fiux (pp = -4/
p/uo.lp.Ro

and a particle flux-like function, built with our three new COM's: cpn, Rn and plp. They are

called:

(6) the toroidal turning radius: R. = i " ' ^ ) ' , ^ ) , which represents the minimal accessible
m-v2

radius for the particle. Its value corresponds to the radial position where the parallel velocity

changes its sign. It is calculated with the initial values of the pitch-angle x and radial position
R of the particle: Rn = R-sin2%\

a•*¥ -L
(7) the inversion flux: ç>n = — — ° , which corresponds to the value of the

normalised flux at the point where the particle reaches its minimal accessible radius;
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(8) the poloidal Larmor radius: ( 2 z - m - v ^ \ = m-v

The a parameter points out the sign of VJJ relative to the plasma current direction; when a

takes the value 1 (-1), it means that the particle carries a positive (negative) current.

Obviously, the new COM co-ordinates are derived from the original set (E, \x, L), but in

contrast to the latter, they fit the Rome & Peng conditions. This equation remains valid for

any toroidal axisymmetric plasma, i.e. for any cpp(R, Z) particular shape.

The form of eq. (5) points out the possibility to represent it graphically, as shown in figure

1. The trajectory will be easily found by the intersection of the flux function, rather a

standard representation of the plasma equilibrium, and the hair-pin like particle function. In

this representation, each one of the three COM has a geometrical meaning:

i) the position of the hairpin tip along R represents the toroidal turning radius Rn;

ii) the height of the hairpin tip compared to the reference level, is the image of cpn. These

two values give the relative position of q>p and cp^;

iii) the poloidal Larmor radius of the particle normalized to the small plasma radius (plp/a)

is a measure of the two hairpin branch opening: <a = 2 • Arctg ^'y ] . If the particle

energy increases or the plasma current decreases, the hairpin aperture becomes more

important.

The upper hairpin branch represents the co-going trajectories (o=1) and the lower branch

the counter-going ones.

It must be underlined that the behavior of the particle trajectory is well modeled by the

intersection of the two above-mentioned functions. The relative position of <pp and cp^ and

their geometrical shapes offer in a radius-flux plane a graphical tool for studying all the

possible trajectories. This (R, cp) representation will thus allow us to evidence the slightest

changes in the orbit topology, and then to study all the possible transitions between various

topologies.

In order to make a complete classification of the trajectories, one must define the

topological representation of a particle trajectory in the (R-cp) plane. For this purpose, we

introduce the notion of physically permitted region (PPR), represented by the shaded region

located in the (R-(p) plane (fig. 1). A trajectory is defined by any pair of neighboring

intersection points between (pp and (p^ which are joined by a hairpin segment located in this

physically permitted region. When a single intersection exists, its "brother" is situated at the

infinite. Two coupled points will define a closed trajectory and a single one an open

trajectory (the particles are lost at the infinite).

We will suppose in the following that the magnetic flux is symmetric with respect to Z = 0

(equatorial plane); this implies that all the trajectories are symmetric, and must therefore

cross this plane. The keystone of this method lies in the basic equation (5) for Z = 0 which
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allows to find the topological characteristics of all trajectories. To do this, we introduce a set

of so-called "selection parameters". The first one is the number of intersection points

between the two curves cppart and cp^ (NIP) in the (R-<p) plane and the second one is the sign

of the hairpin branch where these points lie (HBS). A more refined classification can take

into account a third parameter which point out the existence of a Vertical Turning Point

(VTP) in the trajectory. All the topologically and physically permitted combinations of these

"selection parameters" represent the exhaustive trajectory classification. Table I shows a

summary of the trajectory types, which have been given names that remind their form in the

(R, Z) plane.

The trajectories can be classified in two classes:

(a) the closed-type trajectories are defined by two finite intersection points;

(b) the open-type trajectories correspond to one single point (coupled to the infinite).

If the former class is important for studying the confined fusion products, the latter one is

interesting for the location of the particle losses on the wall.

Figures 2-4 allow to reveal the topological properties of each type of orbit.

The class of closed trajectories is composed of two subclasses of orbits: the passing and

the toroidal turning trajectories. By definition, the passing trajectory subclass is represented

by a couple of intersection points (between cpp and (p^) which are situated on the same

hairpin branch. In figure 2, two kinds of passing trajectories are shown: the co-passing and

the counter-passing, with their points lying on the positive or negative branch respectively.

The subclass of toroidal turning trajectories (trapped) is characterized by a pair of

intersection points that are located separately,, along the positive and negative hairpin

branch. There are two kinds of toroidal turning trajectories: banana (VTP) and cardioid (no

VTP) orbits. All closed trajectories are combined with an open one.

The second class of trajectories is characterized by only one intersection point which is

coupled with the infinite. All these orbits have in the outer region an asymptotic behavior

toward a constant value, which corresponds to the point (A) where the (p^ function

exceeds the maximum magnetic flux. The class of open trajectories may be decomposed in

several subclasses as a function of the sign of the hairpin branch where the intersection

point is located and of the presence of a vertical turning point. The two most important

trajectories are depicted in the figure 4: hyperbola and fish.

Before ending this exhaustive classification of trajectories, some important observations

must be made:

- firstly, using such a method, we get a one-to-one mapping relation between the COM-

space (%, Rn, plp) and the real trajectory one (R, Z, E). It allows to find the most general

orbit classification without any trajectory computation. The three COM parameters which

characterize each particle, define unambiguously the type of the trajectory;

- secondly, we are sure to have detected all possible topologies; atypical trajectories like

beans or kidneys found by other authors9 are included in either the passing or cardioid type.
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This new formalism allows an easy detection of all the trajectories, even if they occupy only

a very small volume in the COM-space.

- thirdly, we have evidenced the open-class trajectories which are usually forgotten

despite their importance for the particle losses in the walls.

We could have divided some of the classes into sub-classes by introducing additional

selection criteria, as the relative position of the magnetic axis and the intersection points l r

l5, which has been considered by several authors9.

111. TRANSITIONS'BETWEEN TRAJECTORY CLASSES.

One of the most important elements for the study of CFP confinement is the knowledge

of the transitions that can occur between the trajectory classes. The most notorious

example is represented by the X-point trajectory configuration. It represents the critical

transition between an open and a closed trajectory, which tend to merge into a single one.

The new graphical formalism is able to predict all possible changes in the orbit topology.

Each kind of transition is characterized by the relative evolution of the intersection points

between the q>p and tp^ function. The main transition class occurs with the merging of two

intersection points between cpp and <ppart function. Four types of transitions exist, depending

on the branch where the merging occurs and on the topology of the transitory double point:

stable (O-type) or unstable (X-type). The two X-type transitions are shown in fig. 5; they

correspond to the merging of intersection points from separated trajectories. On the

opposite, for the O-type, the two coupled points belong to the same trajectory. This X-type

is by far the most important for confinement studies, as it connects closed (i.e. confined)

and open (i.e. lost) trajectories.

With the knowledge of the transitions, it becomes possible to compute the existence area

of all trajectory types in the COM space, even if they exist only for very particular values of

the particle parameters. Usually, these kinds of exotic trajectories remain hidden for the

codes which compute the particle losses by different methods. As some of them are located

at the boundaries between the passing and trapped orbits, their importance is non-

negligible despite their scarcity. Thus a map of trajectory classes can be drawn, avoiding

the use of any trajectory computing code. Furthermore, there is no need to sweep the 3

COM-space co-ordinates to find the boundaries between all topologies.

To compute all possible transitions in the COM space, one must search the algebraic

limits concerning the two function cpp and cppar1:

- the O-type and X-type transitions are computed by searching the position where the

hairpin branches become tangent to the flux function q>p;

- the "passing to trapped" transition is modeled by a curve that is simply the ipp function,

whose analytical form is known;
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In the (Rn - <pn) plane, the configuration of the boundaries between the trajectory classes

changes significantly with the energy. For some values of the third parameter (plp/a), all

possible topologies are present; but for others, some of these classes may disappear. For

example the banana region becomes significant only for values (plp/a) < 1, i.e. for 3 MeV

protons and a plasma current larger than 1.5 MA.

The particle dynamics between these boundaries can be predicted if the time

dependence of the three COM co-ordinates is known. From eq. (6) the toroidal turning

radius Rn is completely determined by the v^ component; on the other hand, eq. (7) shows

.that the cpn COM depends on vn. Obviously, the third COM, plp, is linked to the particle total

velocity. Thus, if one knows the temporal evolution of the velocity components vj t) and

v(|(t), one is able to compute the particle dynamics in the vicinity of the boundary transitions.

It is very important to underline that the validity of the three invariants is respected only if

their time variations are much slower than the characteristic transit time of the trajectory. For

example, the classical slowing down of the fusion products gives a slow decrease of the two

invariants plp and <pn, while Rn is kept constant. This method remains valid as the energy lost

per transit time is of the order of 10 eV for 1 MeV particles.

The X-type transition class has allowed the understanding of experimental observations

made on Tore-Supra on 3 MeV protons. Here, the experimental analysis of thermonuclear

protons is ensured by a silicon detector system located in the vicinity of the plasma.

Composed of 16 active strips behind a central collimator, it allows to obtain simultaneously

energy and pitch-angle resolution: 100 keV and 3 degrees respectively.

Figure 6 shows a typical energy spectrum and a typical pitch-angle distribution for the

protons during an Ohmic discharge. Usual energy spectra exhibit an unique, thermonuclear

peak at 2.7 MeV (300 keV are lost in the collimator window) with a small broadening of

about 150 keV (partly due to the Doppler effect). The extent of the pitch-angle distribution

can be related to the radial distribution of proton births. One can remark that the shape of

the pitch-angle distribution is not symmetric. The slope break is related to the X-point

transition between open and closed trajectories: the weak slope (left hand side)

corresponds to the banana topology, while the steep slope (right hand side) corresponds to

the hyperbola+passing topology.

Recently, an additional deconfinement process has been evidenced on Tore-Supra4,

during current drive experiments with several megawatts of lower hybrid (3.7 GHz). Protons

with a different energy than the usual 3 MeV have been observed on the detector spectra,

with a peak structure (see fig. 7). The most striking feature of these peaks comes from the

fact that their positions depend mainly on the plasma current and its profile, and not on the

wave power as expected from the already known Landau damping. The width of the pitch-

angle distribution is of the same order of magnitude as the detector system resolution,

indicating that all the additional protons are mainly observed at a single pitch-angle, close to

the one corresponding to the X-point transition.
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The two experimental observations (figs. 6 and 8) performed on Tore-Supra, underlined

the significance of the X-point trajectory transition, and justify the effort done to understand

the transitions that may occur between different types of trajectory.

IV. CONFINEMENT OF TRAJECTORIES IN THE PLASMA REGION.

In order to draw a realistic COM map of the trajectory types, the spatial birth profile for

the 3 MeV protons must be taken into account. As these particles are created by fusion

reactions, their radial production profile is related to the density and ionic temperature; the

poloidal birth profile is uniform. For a typical Ohmic plasma, one can suppose an isotropic

distribution in the velocity space, which is expressed by a sinusoidal distribution in pitch-

angle. The convolution of these three one-dimensional profiles give the COM-space birth

profile of the 3 MeV protons. With the aid of the topological formalism , it is easy to obtain a

one-to-one relation between the COM values and the trajectory types. Thus, one can fill the

COM space according to the actual particle birth profile. An example of this kind of

simulation with 105 protons is shown in figure 8 (it must be underlined that the computing of

this map takes only a few minutes on a microcomputer, as no trajectories need to be

followed).

This map depicts the probability occurrence for each type of trajectory and its location in

the COM space. For the confinement study, the most important classes are the passing (co-

and counter-) and the trapped ones. The radial and pitch-angle distributions are drawn for

each of these types.

An additional criterion was added to take into account the effect of the inner and outer

plasma limiters. The closed trajectories are divided into two categories, depending on their

intersection (or not) with the plasma limiters. They are separated in the COM space by a

two-dimensional surface plp(Rn,<pn), which expresses the critical value of the poloidal Larmor

radius of the most energetic particles confined within the plasma limiters.

The limiters influence on the trajectory confinement is shown in fig. 8; the left column

represents the confined trajectories and the right one depicts the trajectories that are

intercepted by the limiters. The cut-off imposed by the limiters in the (Rn-<pn) map can be

easily computed, its value is:

PIP K

where RL is the inboard (RlL) or outboard (R0L) limiter radius, used for a = -1 or +1

respectively. The confinement rate for each species has been plotted on figure 9.
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V. THE ACCESSIBLE WINDOW FOR THE DETECTOR SYSTEM.

The formalism can be used to compute the visible region for the particle detection

system. The main goal is to reconstruct the trajectory of a particle which is captured by the

detector, to try to find the region from where the particles are coming.

The three COM of a detected particle can be obtained, with its measured energy and

pitch-angle, and the flux function at the detector location: these three values allow to define

the hair-pin function, which can then be intersected with the flux function to show the

traject&ry. In order to plot its usual (R-Z) representation, it is only necessary to compute the

intersection between the hairpin and some Z = cte curve levels of the <pp surface (see fig.

10).

One can also represent the detector line-of-sight in a (Rn - q>n) plane (figure 11). Each

strip on the silicon chip is plotted as a small dot. This plot can be superposed to the COM-

space filling from figure 8, to estimate the incident flux in the detector. On the other hand,

by fitting experimental data, it is possible to reconstruct the proton source in the plasma, i.e.

the ionic temperature profile.

VI. CONCLUSIONS.

This paper has presented several applications of a new formalism created for computing

and classifying easily the various trajectories of very energetic particles in an axisymmetric

toroidal configuration. It makes use of the flux function, a quite standard parameter in

equilibrium calculations8, and of three constants-of-motion to characterize the particle. It is

specially well suited for the study of MeV fusion products in relation with their detection, and

multi-MeV runaway electrons5, which might cause heavy damages in the vessel

components of to large Tokamaks. Its main limitation lies in its inability to take ripple effects

into account, due to their non-axisymmetry.

In this paper, a full family of open trajectories, with great importance for particle losses on

the walls, have been evidenced. The transitions occurring between all the trajectory classes

have been discussed and the significance of the X-type has been underlined, in connection

with experimental observations. A map of trajectory types was drawn in the COM space

without any trajectory computation. The confinement of 3 MeV proton orbits and the

optimisation of the detector location were studied under the same topological rules.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Graphical representation of the basic equation. ;

Fig. 2: The co-passing and counter-passing trajectories.

Fig. 3: The Banana trajectory.

Fig. 4: The open trajectories: Fish and Hyperbola.

Fig. 5: An example oftheX-type transition.

Fig. 6: Typical energy spectrum (b) and flux distribution (a) during an Ohmicai discharge.

Fig. 7: Experimental proton spectrum during LHCD.

Fig. 8: COM Map for the 3 MeV proton trajectories.

Fig. 9: Confinement rate for each type of trajectory.

Fig. 10: Computing principle for the detector line-of-sight.

Fig. 11: Detector line-of-sight in the COM space.
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TABLE I: TOPOLOGY OF TRAJECTORIES

NIP

1

3

5

HBSfà
+

+++

++-

+_

VTP(b>,

N+/N-

Y+/N-

N+/N-

N+/Y-

N+/N-

N+/N-

Y+/N-

N+/N-

N+/N-

Trajectory's name

Hyperbola

Fish

Hyperbola + Co-Passing

Hyperbola + Banana

Hyperbola + Cardioid

Hyperbola + Counter-Passing

Fish + Counter-Passing

Hyperbola

Counter-Passing

Co-Passing

Hyperbola

Counter-Passing

Cardioid

Nb

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

(a)Each (+) or (-) sign corresponds to a point lying on the positive or

negative branch of the hairpin curve, respectively.

(b)(Y) or (N) denotes the presence or the missing of a vertical turning

point in the positive (+) or negative (-) s region.
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Energy measurement of fast ions trapped in the toroidal magnetic field ripple of
Tore Supra during ICRF heating

V. Basiuk, A. Bécoulet, C. Grisolia, T. Hutter, G. Mayaux, G. Martin, B. Saouric, S. Vartanian

Abstract

Direct losses of ions trapped in the toroidal field ripple of TORE SUPRA using two techniques were made. The first

(DRIPPLE I) correlates the ion loss current measured byPan electric probe with the ion loss power measured by a calorimeter. As

the calorimeter integrates over all particle energies and time, it yields only the averaged lost ion energy. The second technique

(DRIPPLE II), still under development, is a Faraday cup positioned and filtered so as to select ions by their Larmor radius. The

currents measured are small (1-100 n A), and improvements in instrumentation are needed to take full advantage of the data, but

the preliminary results are still useful.

During ICRH (hydrogen minority regime, resonance on axis) a direct correlation between the lost ion mean energy and

the density of hydrogen (nn) was seen. The energy increased when the hydrogen minority density decreased. Moreover, the line

averaged density and the lower hybrid heating (LH) had also an effect on fast ion losses.

I) Diagnostic techniques

1.2

1.8 2.6 2.8 3 3.2I 2.2 2.4
R(m)

Figure 1-1 : Schematic view of the diagnostics

The three diagnostics involved in these
studies are located inside a vertical port of Tore
Supra (Figure I-1).

The diagnostic DRIPPLE iM collects the
current of fast ions entering the port. It consists of a
set of graphite probes (twelve collectors), each
collector being connected to a known vertical chord
across the plasma by the drift trajectory of the
localized ions.

The calorimetry diagnostic!2! consists of
several actively cooled carbon tiles covering entirely
a port This system is designed to support ripple
losses during perpendicular neutral beam injection,
up to 9 MW, (or ICRF, up to 12 MW) during long
pulse operation and can support about 700 W cm"2.
By means of temperature measurements of the water
cooling the tile, we can estimate the total energy (E)
deposited inside the port :

As the calorimeter integrates over all particle energies and time, there is no energy or time resolution.
The diagnostic DRIPPLE II has in addition finite energy resolution. The principle is to discriminate

the ions in energy by their Larmor radius. The detector is made of an hollow graphite cylinder!1! with a small
entrance pinhole (diameter = 1 mm, length = 5 mm). The selectivity in pitch angle is narrow (89° ± 1°), and
in energy all the ions above 90 keV and below 1 McV can intercept the metallic collectors. The detector can
move vertically in a way to have a radial resolution (like DRIPPLE I)

4th IAEA, Princeton
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IT) Mean energy measurement
All the studies were made during ICRF heating (Power up to 2 MW, ICRH dipole configuration,

hydrogen minority ± 10% in Helium, cyclotronic layer on the magnetic axis). The shots with LH heating
need a rather low line-averaged-density (nl < 4 1019 nr3) to insure a good heating.

II-1) Calorimetry on Tore supra

During ohmic shots, or lower hybrid shots (EICRF=0 in figure II-2 a), the amount of energy collected
by the calorimeter is quite small (<Eohmic> = 0.04 ± 0.03 MJ). It allows to estimate the part due to fast ions
(Efast ions) during ICRF heating to the part due to the tenuous plasma inside the port (ne ~ 1016 nr3).
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Figure II-2 a: Energy lost inside a port during
JCRF, open point -> ICRF + LH, low density
solid point —> ICRF, high density

10 20 30 40
Energy injected (ICRF), MJ

Figure II-2 b: Total ripple losses fraction during
ICRF, open point -> ICRF + LH, low density
solid point ->ICRF, high density

During ICRF heating the total energy absorbed by the calorimeterincreased linearly with the
energy injected above a threshold of 5 MJ (Figure IÏ-2 a).

The estimated error on Efast ions depends directly on the energy injected. At high heating
energy power (>10 MJ), the error is quite small, as the level (Emeasured) is much larger than the ohmic level,
<Eohmic>- Figure II-2 b shows the lost energy fraction (piost) :

N ^ ^ xhe n u m b e r Of CQUS (is for Tore Supra)

Two tendencies emerge :

- A lost ion fraction of 10 % is seen during ICRF shots at high density (line averaged density,
<nl> > 4 101 9 m-3)

- A lost ion fraction of 20 % is seen during ICRF shots at low density (<nl> < 3 1019 nr3)
and with LH.

4th IAEA, Princeton
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The discrepancy between these two loss
levels could be explained by the difference of
density between the two series of shots
(Figure II-3). At low density the ions,
accelerated by the ICRF waves, are less
collisional and could achieve higher energy
than at high density (solid circle, ICRF alone).

Lower hybrid heating (open circle)
increases the effect of the density. A part of
the LH power can be coupled to fast ions.
Hence, we have to take into account not only
the ICRF power but a part of the LH power in
addition to the ICRF power, to estimate a
more realistic lost fraction :

a 6 [0.1]
Figure II-3 : Density effect on the ripple losses fraction,
solid circle ->ICRF alone
open circle —» ICRF + LH shots The crosses in figure II-3 represent the case
cross -> total power (LH + ICRF) for the calculation of a = 1- ll i s n o t Possible, with this data set, to
the lost fraction power discriminate between the two effects (density

effect or LH effect) and to estimate a.

II-2) Mean energy calculation

The diagnostic DRIPPLE collects the current of fast particles entering a vertical port. The
principal concern is that the two different diagnostics collect the same ions. Two assumptions are made :

-Ripple losses are symmetrical about the toroidal angle (<|>)
-All the ions drifting towards a vertical port enter inside the port (aperture of the port, A<j> < 5°)

The last point is realised by the dynamics of the ion trajectories, which are described by the
longitudinal adiabatic invariant (J// = | mv// dl). This invariant indicates that the bounce angle decreases

during the vertical drift, because of the strong ripple increase (<j>bounce ** 5* "^.where 8* is the depth of the
magnetic well^l)

As for the calorimetry, the current of fast ions gives access to the energy lost (Ejost) by means
of the mean energy (<E>) :

DRIPPLE : E ^ = L^ *<E), where L^=J L ^ ^ t ) dt and <E) = mean energy of lost ions

Calorimetry :

. /TJ\ _

Figure 11-4 a shows the distribution of lost ions mean energy for several shots. It is around
200 keV for most of the shots. Nevertheless, there is a large dispersion, which is well explained by the
hydrogen minority density during the shot Actually, the mean energy should increase when the minority
density decreases. This fact was observed during an experimental day where the density of hydrogen
decreased during successive shots (figure II-4 b), and explains quite well the experimental dispersion.

i 4 th IAEA, Princeton
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Figure II-4 a : Dispersion of the fast ion mean
energy during several snots (19)
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Figure 11-4 b : Fast ion mean energy evolution with
the injected power per nucléon

ITT) Energy spectrum results of lost fast ions (DRIPPLE II)
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The measured current is quite small
(= nA). Figure III-l shows typical results
obtained by the DRIPPLE II detector during
two different schemes : one with ICRF alone
and the second with ICRF and LH. The
current (in nA) is direcdy the current measured
by three of the collectors. Monte Carlo
simulations are being used to correlate the
results with the effective power fraction
losses.

The significant change in the spectrum
is due to the effect of the lower hybrid wave
on the fast ions created by ICRF.
Theoretically, the LH wave is expected to
accelerate fast ions by a perpendicular Landau
interaction^. This result should be confirmed
by further experiments with a new electronic
system in a way to reduce the noise (large
error bars) and to increase the sensitivity.

IV) Conclusions
This preliminary study of lost ion energy shows a great consistency between different data (fast ion

current, calorimetry, minority density,...). The principal conclusions are :
-the energy of fast ions decrease when the minority density increases,
-the power fraction lost in the ripple decreases when die global density increases,
-the lower hybrid wave both increases the fast ion energy and the lost power fraction.

The diagnostic DRIPPLE II will be improved for the next campaign (end of 1995) in a way to
confirm this results and to look more carefully the effect of lower hybrid on fast ions.
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[2] Basiuk V and al Proc. 19th Europ. Conf. on Controlled fusion and plasma Physics, Innsbruck 1992, part I, p. 175

[3] Roubin J.P. and al Proc. 18th Europ. Conf. on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics Berlin 1991,part 1,54

[4] J. Shi veil and al, Plasma Phys. and Controlled fusion, 35 (1994) 855,866
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Figure III-5 : Energy spectra of lost fast ions,
solid square w ICRF (P =3.5 MW),

open square -> ICRF + LH (PICRF = 35 MW,
3 MW)
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Abstract
The stochastic boundary experiments have demonstrated that an

external magnetic perturbation does provide a control of the edge plasma
transport via the destruction of the outermost magnetic surfaces. Heat,
current and particle transport have a significant response to the
perturbation. Furthermore, the localised perturbation allows one to
control the spatial distribution of heat and particle deposition. The
significant signatures are a lowering of the edge plasma temperature, a
narrowing of the current channel which is readily associated to tearing
mode stabilisation and particle control together with impurity screening.

I Introduction

Global control of high performance discharges in tokamaks is the
challenge of present experiments as exemplified by results from JET,
Fig.(l). For this particular set of high performance shots, one clearly
notices that the performance criterion n Tj Tg cannot be achieved beyond
a critical value of Padd (Atshot)1/2- The l a t e r parameter stands in fact for
a surface temperature of the wall. The observed limitation thus seems to
be governed by the power removal capability of this inertially cooled
machine. In an ignited plasma and in a steady state regime as foreseen in
ITER, high core confinement and significant pumping capability are
required to improve the performances while technological constraints
impose a limitation of both the neutron flux to the wall

m"2) a n d t 0 t n e P e a k P o w e r flux t 0 t h e t a r § e t P l a t e s
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(^divertor~ 5 MW m-2). Sharing the fusion power Pfusion between the
neutrons, (l-fa)Pfusion> a n^ the alpha particles, faPfusion' o n e

°divertor _ 'wall

divertor

faPfusion s 0 | 1 anû
 Sdivenor ^ \X±_ ( 1 )

fusion wall

The ratio of the divertor to the wall surfaces (Sdivertor / SWall) is
governed by the Scrape Off Layer width and therefore by the ratio of the
anomalous transverse transport Xi to the parallel transport Xn- The order
of magnitude of Xi required to reach the large value of wetted divertor
surface given in Eq.(l) is typically x± ~ 30 m2 S"1. Several means of
increasing %± are presently investigated. A strong effort is devoted to
transferring the power flux to non confined particles, namely neutrals
and photons [1,2], which increases the effective transverse transport. An
alternative scheme is to directly increase the plasma transport. The
destruction of the outermost magnetic surfaces with resonant radial
magnetic perturbations was understood as a means of lowering the edge
confinement. In fact, the edge stochasticity does not prevail in the analysis
of the power deposition and well organised patterns, of the so-called
laminar domain [3], lead to heat load issues which are reminiscent of that
of the axisymmetric divertor.

• T (keV s m-3s

100

10

5 6 7 89
10

3 4 5 6 7 89
100

,1/2-PaddVAtshot (MW S1^)

Figure 1 : Lawson parameter n 7/ tE achieved for a series of best shots of
JET plotted against a typical surface temperature of a semi-infinite wall
with a power deposition ofPadd over the duration of the regime Atshot.-

In tokamaks, the magnetic perturbation which is responsible for the
stochasticity is generated by a specific set of coils [4,5,6]. It is then a
rather flexible system with a large operating window [4]. On Tore Supra,
the ergodic divertor is characterised by in-vessel coils allowing for a
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broad pôloidal spectrum at higher mode numbers, m ~ 1 8 ± 6 .
Furthermore, a dedicated system has been implemented for heat and
particle control. The boundary volume where the field lines are
connected to the wall is referred to as the divertor volume.

The ergodic divertor of Tore Supra is equipped with actively
cooled target plates [7]. These plates are loaded by a parallel power flux
along the deflected magnetic lines. In the present geometry of these target
plates (inclined at 45 ° to the magnetic field), large power fluxes are
recorded on these elements, typically ~ 2 MW nr2 in ohmic shots. Since
the technological constraints are the same as on ITER (maximum power
deposition of ~ 5 MW nr2) , the operation of the ergodic divertor with
additional heating must overcome the power handling issue which is at the
crux of the present divertor design in ITER [8].

II General properties of the magnetic perturbation

The statistical properties of the perturbed field lines [9] are derived
from the results of hamiltonian chaos [10] since the field lines follow
hamiltonian dynamics where the time variable is the curvilinear abscissa
"z". Let us consider the general form of the equilibrium magnetic field
[11]:

= V x Â ; Â = ̂ T o rVe + TpolV(P (2)

The vector potential Â is defined in terms of the toroidal and poloidal
fluxes divided by 2n, ^j^ and 4 ^ respectively, and of the poloidal and
toroidal angles, G and (p. The field line equations are then :

dz B 30 dz B 3*FT(Jr ' dz B

In this expression, the toroidal flux is the equilibrium toroidal flux which
labels the unperturbed flux surfaces, J = (VxPTor xV0)V(p. Let 0 and (p
be angles in the hamiltonian formalism in the case of the unperturbed
equilibrium so that the hamiltonian of the "evolution" with cp (the time
variable) of the variables 0 and *FTor is simply the poloidal flux,

^Poi = ̂ poi(^Tor) + %oi(^Tor>6'<P)- Using the Fourier expansion of the
perturbation, one recovers the generic hamiltonian of stochastic systems
H = ^ J 0

2 + ^C m n cos(m0-n(p) [12]. It is then possible to derive the
m,n

statistical properties of the stochastic magnetic field, namely the Chirikov
parameter Gchin t n e quasilinear diffusion coefficient DFL, and the e-
folding length of the exponential divergence of neighbouring field lines
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LK. These quantities are given in terms of the spectrum of the radial
magnetic perturbation 5Br at the location of the resonant modes.

oChir(m,n) =
8qR(

kes

SBm.n
Bf

,1/2

(4)

where ke = m / r, s = rdq/qdr is the shear factor. On the long parallel
scales, and for oChir(m,n) > 1, the qiiasilinear formalism yields a
diffusion coefficient of the field lines, DFL in m 2 / m for a radial
random walk as one streams along the field line [9].

5Bm.n (5)

On the shorter parallel scales, the correlation of neighbouring field lines
is characterised by the Kolmogorov scale LK [13] This scale is a statistical
measure of the e-folding length of the exponential separation of
neighbouring trajectories [9].

(6)

Profiles of the Chirikov parameter and of the diffusion coefficient are
displayed on Fig,(2).

1.0
P (r/aD E)

Figure 2 : Radial profile of the Chirikov parameter Ofc/iir» °Pen triangles,
and of the diffusion coefficient of the field lines DFL, fip + lil2~ 0.7 in

this calculation. Each marker is located radially on the resonant layers.
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The main poloidal mode number governs the decrease of these stochastic
features towards the plasma core. It is also important to underline that a
finite number of modes define the divertor volume.

In such stochastic boundary, the field lines are connected to the wall
which introduces a specific feature in the theoretical analysis. Comparing
the connexion length to the wall, Lwan(r,0,(p), to the Kolmogorov length,
LK(r), defines two domains in the stochastic boundary. In the volume
(r,0,cp) such that LwalI(r,0,(p) / LK(r) » 1, the stochasticity prevails.
Conversely, in the volume such that Lwall(r,0,(p) / LK(r) ~ 1 the
connexion to the wall is the dominant feature. The latter region has been
termed "laminar" volume [3] while the former is the proper ergodic
volume. In fact, the connexion to any point in the divertor volume can be
split into a laminar and an ergodic volume. This is especially important
when addressing transport properties since the connexion to any sink (or
source) will exhibit this dual signature [14].

HI Electron response in a stochastic boundary

In the case of free steaming particles along the field line, the ratio
of the effective transport between electrons and ions is the ratio of their
thermal velocities. This leads to a factor ^]mi / m e = 60 between the two
diffusions processes. The electron response is therefore expected to be
much larger than the ion response.

Let us first consider the energy diffusion process. Owing to its
relevance to the anomalous transport issue, the effective heat diffusion
coefficient is well investigated theoretically [9,15]. The latter depends on
the parallel coherence length of the electron temperature field Lf. This
length is a function of the Kolmogorov scale LK and of the local transport
processes, which act on "top" of the diffusion of the field lines Dp^. For
large values of %//DFL /X±L-K> hence in the regime of interest where the
parallel transport is large compared to the transverse transport, one
finds :

In this regime, the heat diffusivity is then :

DFL

If the collisional mean free path XQ = %,/1 vme i s larger than LT, L-r
must be considered as the upper bound of ^ e so that %erg = vthe DFL-
This collisionless regime is achieved in present experiments for low
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density edge plasmas, region 2 of Fig.(3). In region 3, the radial
transport induced by the field line stochasticity is small compared to the
intrinsic transverse heat diffusivity, X//DpL/%±LK « 1 so that

Xerg ~ Xi-

1\J
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Figure 3 : The ratio of the intrinsic transverse heat diffusion, x±, to the
maximum stochastic heat diffusion, DFL v^e, bounds the domains of

stochastic energy transport Xi« DFL Vthe< domain 1 & 2, from that of
unperturbed transverse transport Xi» DFL vthe, domain 3. The ratio
of the parallel mean free path of the electrons, Xe, to the characteristic

correlation length of the stochastic field lines LK then defines the
collisional regime he « LK, domain 1, and the non collisional regime

Xe» LK, domain 2.

Owing to the very large values of the effective heat conductivity
which are predicted, Xerg~^FL ^the hence typically ~ 100m2s-1, a flat
electron temperature profile is expected throughout the divertor volume.
The value of the temperature in this volume is then determined by the
ratio of the energy flux actually convected to the wall divided by the
particle flux to the wall. The increased recycling of divertor operation
will then lower the boundary temperature. The comparison between these
predictions and the experimental, output is characterised by a good
agreement in the qualitative trends and a much more difficult ^analysis to
capture quantitative agreement.

On Tore Supra, the routine evidence of the ergodic divertor effect
on the temperature field is given by the decrease of the electron
temperature measured at one location in the divertor volume by the
Thomson scattering diagnostic [16]. For the data displayed on Fig.(4), the
temperature drop, from slightly more than 200 eV in the limiter
configuration to about 50 eV in the divertor case, is measured at
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p = 0.92 (p = r/ajimite,.) and over a radial extent of 5p ~ ± 0.04
( B T ~ 3 T and Ip ~ 1.5 MA) [16]. Above a critical value in the current
flowing in the ergodic divertor, I|rD ~12kA, the temperature decreases.
This threshold value corresponds to a Chirikov parameter of tfchir ~ * '^
at the measurement location.

ATe (eV)

0

Figure 4 : Temperature decrease ATe measured by Thomson scattering
at p~ 0.93 ±0.04, open circles. Dashed line, fit of the data with a

dependence IDE^2 on tne divertor current above the threshold.

The specific feature of the ergodic energy transport, the flattening
of the temperature gradient due to the large increase of the electron heat
diffusivity, should lead to a reduced core temperature. In fact, the core
temperature profile is not affected [4,16], Fig.(5).

Te (eV)

400
CTChir

Thomson --B-, edge X
Langmuir O
Chirikov

4

3

2

0.85

Figure 5 : Edge temperature profile from Tore Supra measured with
Thomson scattering, open squares, and reciprocating Langmuir probe,

open circles. The Chirikov parameter profile, full triangles, allows
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one to determine approximately the location of the separatrix between
the divertor volume, p >0.85, and the closed magnetic surfaces,

p<0.85.

From the unperturbed core temperature profile to the low temperature
region in the divertor volume, one expects an increase of the temperature
gradient. This would correspond to a domain of reduced electron energy
transport at the very boundary of the divertor volume. On Text [17], at
this location, the temperature gradient increases up to 5 times the gradient
of the limiter configuration while on Tore Supra, a minimum value of
about 3 times the gradient of the limiter configuration is expected. The
boundary of the divertor volume seems to naturally generate a small
transport barrier which balances the confinement loss in the divertor
volume. Flattening of the temperature profile is observed for p > 0.8
[4,5]. The increase of the heat diffusivity is more difficult to assess since
it requires a complete treatment of the energy flow including radiation
and particle transport. Such an analysis has been performed on Text
[5,18].

Let us now consider the boundary temperature profile measured
with a reciprocating Langmuir probe, Fig.(6). The general feature is a
flattening of the edge temperature gradient together with large radial
modulation. This modulation is time independent but sensitive to the
magnetic equilibrium.

Te(eV)
TS15523

0.98 1.00
P ( r / a E D )

Figure 6: Edge temperature profile measured with the reciprocating
Langmuir probe, open squares. The dashed line indicates the average

temperature gradient through the perturbed region. Note that it is
significantly smaller than the local temperature gradient, plain line.

The ratio of the averaged temperature gradient in the divertor shot to the
gradient in the limiter configuration is :
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divertor _ divertor X l __

V r eJlimiter' limiter Xerg

Xi

X
(9a)

erg

This ratio depends on the ratio of the power, fR = Pdivertor / Plimiter»
entering the gradient domain in both configuration. In standard situations,
the divertor operation leads to an increase of the radiated power so that
fR < 1. The ratio of the transverse heat diffusion coefficients f
depends on the regime of collisionality.

Xi
iLog

(coll.) Xerg

Xi

X±LK

Xi
(non-coll.) (9b)

In the latter expressions, the transverse coefficient is assumed to be
unaffected by the ergodic divertor. In practice any change would only
modify the value of fR. For a given divertor configuration DFL / LK *S

computed using the spectrum of the magnetic perturbation. The only
unknown in Eq.(9b) is x± since vthe and %// are known functions of Te

(assuming that %// is classical). We shall assume that the anomalous
transverse transport is unaffected by the ergodic divertor. Using the
density measurement of the Langmuir probe and an Alcator like
dependence of x i , 5Cl ~ 3 m2s-l / (ne / 1019 n r 3 ) , one then finds that
the only free parameter in Eq.(9a) is fR.

VX, (keV/m)
TS15523

10

0.1

—— divertor
- - - limiter
•-B- theoretical

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.96 0.98 1.00
o.o

P (r/aED)

Figure 7: Analysis of the edge temperature gradient from the profile of
Fig.(6). Plain line, average temperature gradient throughout the region,

theoretical calculation of the temperature gradient, open squares. The
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modulation in the latter result is governed by the temperature dependence
of the ergodic heat diffusion coefficient. ,

The data from Fig.(6) is obtained in a low edge density regime
(ne~ 5.1018 m-3). ^ s u c n a regime, agreement with the experimental
data is achieved with a value of fR which remains smaller and close to 1,
see Fig.(7). The theoretical prediction Xerg ~ 100 m V 1 is therefore in
qualitative agreement with the experiments.
The poloidal and radial structures of the electron temperature field which
are observed experimentally [4,5,19,20] are also expected from the
theoretical analysis [9]. The prediction for the magnitude of the
temperature variation is 6Te ~ AT<7Te>, where <VTe> is the average
gradient across the divertor volume and where AT = DFL / LT is the
measure of the average radial coherence length of the temperature field.
Agreement with the data is found in the non-vanishing gradient domain,
8T e ~ ± 2.5 eV but departs significantly from the expected value,
ôTe ~ 0 eV, when the average gradient vanishes. Such an effect could be
related to the smallness of the ergodic region versus the laminar region.

The electron response also governs the changes in the radial electric
field [20,21,22] as well as on the current profile [9]. Experimental
signatures are found and appear to be correlated to lower density
fluctuations [20] and to stabilisation of the (2,1) tearing mode [23]. These
interesting results seem to depend on specific experimental conditions and
are still under investigation.
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Figure 8 : Modification of the life time of the runaway electrons as the
perturbation level (IED) is increased. The life time of the runaway
electrons is roughly 1 s prior to the ergodic divertor first pulse. A

significant decrease of this life time is observed for IED > 10 kA. The
time delay in-between the perturbation pulses is too short to recover the

1 s life time so that the effective life time is transiently infinite.
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ITT Particle transport in a stochastic bonnriqrv

The strong electron response in the stochastic boundary does not
translate in most situations into a significant loss of electrons. Indeed as in
the case of any open field line an electric field builds up to ensure
ambipolarity. In a few cases, specific electronic populations (supra
thermal electrons) can exhibit an increased loss rate. In practise, the
electrons generated by lower hybrid waves have slowed down before
reaching the divertor volume, so that the current drive efficiency is not
perturbed by the stochastic boundary [24]. In shots where a runaway
population is present, there is a strong response to the magnetic
perturbation. Above a threshold in the divertor current the lifetime of
these runaway electrons is decreased by a factor 10, Fig.(8).

More generally the particle response to the magnetic perturbation
involves a coupling of the main fields which characterise the plasma. In a
first step, the drift velocity can be ignored so that the particle flux
depends on the parallel velocity field and therefore on the temperature
field via the pressure gradient in the momentum balance equation. Two
driving forces are then found in the system, the density gradient through
the local diffusion process and the pressure gradient. In practise, the
thermodynamical force is the density gradient except in very collisional
plasmas where the pressure is the driving force which allows for
condensation of the edge plasma (increase of the density as the
temperature is decreases) [25].

" I I I I 1111 • t i l I I t l f M l l

0.01

Figure 9 : Regimes of particle transport including electric drifts. At the
lowest values ofD±, the stochastic temperature field determines the small
scales which govern the transverse transport, Derg a D±. When electric
drifts become significant, they tend to smooth out this fine structure of
the density field and Derg is reduced. This calculation depends on two
parameters, DBohmI (DFL vthi) and (XuDFL)l (X±LK). The selected
valuesare : DBohml(DFLvthi) = 10 and (%UDFL)I(X±LK)= 100.
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If one focuses on the particle flux driven by the electric drift, one
has to determine the electric potential and the coupling of its gradient to
the density field. For open field lines the electric potential mainly depends
on the density and temperature along the field line due to the Ohm's law.
This leads to another possible coupling to the temperature field. In such a
regime, the particle diffusion coefficient can exceed the free particle
diffusion and reach a Bohm regime, Fig.(9). The constant density contour
in this regime is forced by the drift velocity to follow the constant
temperature regime. The structure of the temperature field then
determines the parameter space where the diffusion of particles exhibits
the Bohm feature.

<n> (1019m"3)

3
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gas puff / V 9
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1

—— Divertor
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—— Divertor
— Limiter

0

Figure JO : Continuous gas injection in 2 experiments, ergodic divertor at
constant and maximum magnetic perturbation throughout the shot, and

limiter shot. The time trace of the volume-averaged density and gas
injection are displayed.

Experiments on Tore Supra support the predicted modification of
particle transport due to the magnetic perturbation. However, the
situation is difficult to analyse, since there seems to be a decrease of the
boundary confinement, Fig.(lO) and an increase of the core confinement
[26,27]. Since the source of particles occurs in the very region the
transport barrier is located, it is difficult to determine precisely the effect
of the stochastic region. Furthermore, the ionisation source is very
sensitive to the species, to the edge temperature and density and to the
wall status which governs the neutral particle flux into the plasma. The
main observations are a screening of incoming particles which have both
a low ionisation potential and a weak retention probability in the wall,
e.g. deuterium, Fig.(lO). In practise only He and Ne are not screened out
of the core plasma. In both cases the wall retention is weak if the edge
plasma temperature is low and the ionisation length is large for particles
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which are back scattered from the wall. In the latter case, however, the
lowered boundary confinement still has an effect since particle recycling
is increased. At given core contamination by neon, edge line emission of
neon is larger in divertor shots than in limiter shots, Fig.(ll) [28], Such a
property is important to increase the radiation capability in the divertor
configuration. [3].
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Figure 11 : Line emission radiation, PNe normalised to the volume
average density of the discharge <ne> against the core neon density.

^Ne I <ne> stands for the radiation efficiency per neon ion reaching the
core. The cost of neon radiation in terms of core impurity contamination
is found to be significantly lower in the divertor configuration than in the

limiter configuration.
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IV Conclusion

Ergodic Divertor experiments have given a unique opportunity to
test the concept of stochastic transport in order to control a complicated
system. In the case of magnetic fusion, the main goal is to control the
state of the edge plasma in order to meet the requirements of high
performances in the core plasma. The destruction of the outermost
magnetic surfaces does modify the plasma transport. Most of the features
of this stochastic boundary are in agreement with the statistical properties
of the stochastic field lines derived from the spectrum of the radial
perturbation. The effect of the stochastic boundary on the edge plasma
state is far more difficult to assess since it involves several fields with
different coherence scales along the field lines. For instance, it has been
shown that the coupling of these fields can modify the thermodynamical
driving force of particle transport .
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In the case of the temperature field where the coupling to other
fields .can be ignored, the transport analysis shows that the theoretical
predictions are in qualitative agreement with the data. However, the
existence of important temperature modulations can imply that the finite
extent of the divertor volume is in fact dominating the transport of
energy.

Regarding the transport of particles, there is strong evidence that
the transport induced by the magnetic perturbation is larger than
predicted by the diffusion coefficient of particles at the ion thermal
velocity along the stochastic field lines. This result would agree with a
theoretical analysis which describes the ion transport as driven by the
electric potential. The main component of the latter depends directly on
the temperature field through the Ohm's law. In such a regime there
exists a domain of parameters where the particle diffusion can reach
values of the order of the Bohm diffusion. This theoretical result would
explain the strong particle screening which is observed in the ergodic
divertor configuration. Such a property is extremely interesting since it
leads to a strong decoupling between the core population and the divertor
population. A further increase of the screening efficiency implies that the
core plasma fuelling would have to be achieved by other means than edge
gas injection (high velocity pellet injection and/or neutral beam fuelling).
On the other hand, the impurities generated at the edge would remain
confined to the divertor volume, as already observed for most of the
impurities in Tore Supra. However, an optimum screening will only be
achieved if the divertor volume allows one to screen helium. Such a result
would strongly favour high performances of an ignited core plasma by
increasing the removing efficiency of the helium ash generated by the
fusion reactions.
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A radial perturbation of the magnetic field is known to be able to destroy magnetic surfaces

in a Tokamak (island overlapping, ergodic divertor, e tc . ) . In a static stochastic magnetic

field, magnetic lines experience exponential separation and magnetic diffusion. This picture

has been used since several decades to study the effective diffusivity of collisional particles

in such a stochastic magnetic field. Celebrated results have been obtained by Rechester

and Rosenbluth 1 ' and by Kadomtsev and Pogutse ' . An excellent discussion has been

presented by Isichenko ' . More recently new results have been obtained for weakly

collisional particles by Laval ' and by our group ' , taking moreover stochastic drifts

into account ' . Here we present a general graph which describes, in a two-dimensional

parameter space, most regimes of collisional and weakly collisional diffusion for guiding

centers in a time-independent magnetic field. ' . The respective order of magnitude of the

diffusivities are revisited, and new recent results are included in the discussion.

We consider a constant, shearless main magnetic field Bo in the z—direction, with a per-
pendicular time-independent perturbation b(x, y,z) which makes the field stochastic. In
opposition with astrophysical systems 8 ' , the amplitude of this perturbation P = ^ in

^ A.B. Rechester, M.N. Rosenbluth, Phys. Rev. Lett. 40, 38 (1978).
2) B.B. Kadomtsev, O.P. Pogutse, in Plasma Phys. Controlled Nucl. Fusion Research, Proa 7th. Int.

Conf. (Innsbruck, 1978), Vol. I, p. 649, IAEA, Vienna.
3) M.B. Isichenko, Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion, 33, 795 (1991).
4) G. Laval, Phys. Fluids B5,711 (1993). J ' "•
5) H. Wang, M. Vlad, E. Vanden Eijnden, J.H. Misguich, R Balescu, Phys. Rev. E 51, 4844 (1995).
6) M. Vlad, F. Spineanu, J.H. Misguich, R. Balescu, "TCM on Research using Small Tokamaks" (IAEA),

Madrid, Spain, Sept. 22-23 1994, to appear.
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fusion plasmas is relatively weak. A quasi-linear regime of magnetic field diffusion in space:
is obtained when a = /? A///Aj. <S 1, where A// and Aj. are the parallel and perpendicular,
coherence lengths of the magnetic perturbation, respectively. The magnetic diffusion co-:

efficient is found to be Dm = a2Aj_y^r/2/A// in the quasi-linear regime, Dm = aA^/A// in
the Bohm-like regime 2) .

Two neighbouring magnetic lines diverge exponentially in the transverse direction after a
parallel length defined as the KoJmogorov length LK — Aj_/4Drn. The physical picture is
the following: due to the chaotic feature of the field line configuration, any flux tube of
radius, say Aj_, is deformed into some kind of tubular "flower", the section of which presents
a complicated structure with very thin filaments and long branches. Lines external to the
tubes are thus decorrelated from the lines located at the center of the flux tube. After a
length z in the parallel direction, this flower presents filaments with exponentially small
thickness 6± = \±exp(—z/L,K)-

Let us add charged particles; these can be described by their guiding centre as long as
the Larmor radius is small compared with the perpendicular coherence length: PLI^A. <
1. The collision frequency u not only modifies the parallel velocity but also moves the
guiding center to another magnetic line (classical diffusion x± = P±"/2)- After a parallel
displacement over a length z > LK,& particle can easily go out of the tube in a time t by the
collisional diffusion mechanism over a distance 6\ = 2x//t since the flux tube has there a
width <5j_ < Aj.. This is the basic intuitive mechanism invoked in the literature to explain
the enhancement of the effective perpendicular diffusivity in a stochastic magnetic field
1>3). The time after which a particle has left the flux tube of initial radius Aj. (due to the
combined action of collisions and exponentiation) is called the decorrelation time id- This
time can be evaluated in various situations by combining the parallel and perpendicular
motions which can be diffusive or inertial according to the collisionality. Chaotic regimes
and exponentiation laws are found when z(td) >

Simple considerations of this kind allows us to recover the classical classification 3) 9)
of collisional diffusion. The effective diffusivity is defined in terms of the decorrelation

( 2 )ft ( a ( * « t ) )
time by x — "^i • The main analytical results are summarized in Table I. For

2 id
the first case z(td) < A// one easily recover the "quick decorrelation" regimes which yield
Xe// = f32Vj,/2y in the collisional case and P2V^td in the non-collisionàl "double stream-
ing" case. For the second case z{td) > A// one recovers the "magnetic diffusion regimes"
in which (x\(z(td))) = Wmz(td) and X'MD = Dmz{td)ltd. It is thus sufficient to evaluate
the decorrelation time and the decorrelation length, according to the collisionality. For in-
stance the Kadomtsev Pogutse regime tj is simply fj_ = A2

L/2x± which immediately yields
X*xp = 2Dmv/x//XJ./Aj.. It is important to note that this KP result, in its domain of valid-
ity is always smaller than the simple collisional result x± a n d should actually be replaced-
by the latter. The Rechester-Rosenbluth result is obtained from Table I by applying the ex-
ponentiation arguments developed above. One obtains: X%.R = 2Dmx///'L/fln(LKP/'LK),
as deduced in Ref.5) from a stochastic Langevin equations method.

J.A. Krommes, C. Oberman, R.G. Kleva, J. Plasma Phys. 30, 11 (1983).
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x ltd

Collisional
vtd > 1

*(0 = fîïT1

(diffusive)

-

Non Collis.
Vtd < 1

z(f) = VTt
(ballistic)

z{td) < X,i
"Quick decorrel."

(QD)

xe<ll>,c = P2x//
y ïv

"fluid regime"

ft

ltd

XQD,NC - ^ vTtd

"double streaming1'

*(U) > A//
"Magn. diffusion"

(MD)

Y<=// - n yÇ^Z
y '•a

"doitbie dif fusion"

ft
£>„,*(**)

id

X & N C = DmVr

ucollisionless
magnetic

diffusion"

K.P.
/
\

iî.iî.

/
\

C.dr.

Table I: "Quick decorrelation" and "magnetic diffusion" regimes of effective diffusivity for collisional par-
ticles in a turbulent magnetic field.

The corresponding results and validity domains can easily be expressed in a two-dimensio-
nal parameter space in terms of

n = 4 Dm VT
(1)

P = 1?KP ADmVT
(2)

in which Vy is the thermal velocity, Xmfp is the mean free path, the Kadomtsev-Pogutse
length has been defined by LKP — *±y/x///x±, with x// = V^jiv. Roughly speaking the
parameter n represents the collisionality, and p the transverse effect of Larmor radii. The-
validity of the guiding centre description used imposes p < n. All known results are given
in Table II in dimensionless units. In this .Table II we have also introduced the result we
have obtained for the weakly collisional domain 5) (W) a well as the corfesponding result
obtained by Laval 4) (L). We have also introduced a last result for the weakly collisional
domain in the domain of low values of n, where the stochastic curvature drifts become
dominant 6^ : they induce indeed a new mechanism which is responsible for transverse
diffusion even in the absence of x±- This result holds in a domain p > pm ~ n 1 ^ with
e = (lnlO)/3.
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Classical collisional

Collisionless

Kadomtsev — Pogutse '

Rechester — Rosenbluth1'

Weakly collisional5'

Laval4)

V
n

XRR -'

XW =

XL =
In

Curv. drifts + Weak collis.6^ xc.dr+w =

[l+ >(?

n > 1, 1/n < p < n

n > 1, p < 1/n

n < 1, p < n

n < 1, PL < p < n

n < 1, pm < p < n

Table II: Dimensionless diffusivities Y = s— in the various collisional and non collisiona] regimes.
v Ai

Hereei= V f

The validity domains of the above results are represented in Fig.l in terms of the parame-
ters n and p, for a given value of the magnetic parameter a = 0.1 The validity domain of
the Laval result is actually restricted to p > pi = n exp(—2/n) i.e. above the dotted line:
this domain is thus well separated from the RR domain. The important point concerning
this graph is that for decreasing values of a, the curvature drift domain (CD) actually
comes to larger values of n, and already reaches the dotted curve for a = 0.0015, anni-
hilating the validity domain of weakly collisional and Laval results. In this case the last
result of Table II should be applied.

Fig.l: (here /? = 10~3).

In p s Inp s

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 Inn 12 (n
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Correlation lengths of electrostatic turbulence
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Introduction

Recent transport analysis and turbulence models have revisited the scaling laws of heat

diffusivities in tokamak plasmas. Generally, most expressions for the heat diffusivity % relies

on a random walk approximation % ~ "Lcfi'ic where Lc is the mode correlation length and tc

the decorrelation time of the turbulent fields. Since theoretical models predict Lc (resp. Tc) to

be of the order of an ion Larmor radius pi (resp. an acoustic time a/cs), a gyroBohm scaling is

expected for %, i.e., %»T/eB (pi/af, with a = 1 ("a" characterizes the size of the device).

However, several local transport analysis have shown that the fluid heat diffusivity exhibit a

Bohm scaling (a = 0) [1]. This behavior is due to a Goldston-like scaling (a = -0.5) of the ion

heat diffusivity [2]. It has been proposed that this disagreement is due to an incorrect estimate

of Lc in toroidal geometry. Indeed, Lc can be larger than pi due to mode coupling [3,4].

However, these highly correlated chains of modes tend to be destroyed by the non linear

mode-mode coupling. The competition between the toroidal and non linear mode coupling is

examined here, by using a simple fluid model describing electron drift waves. Various

regimes depending on plasma parameters have been found and will be discussed in this paper.

Model of drift waves turbulence

We consider here an electrostatic drift waves model in the frame of the cold ion

approximation (ps=VmTe/eB is used instead of pi). The ion perpendicular velocities are

given by the electric, diamagnetic and polarisation drifts, while the electron response is

supposed to be adiabatic. The ion drift induces a density modulation, which must satisfy the

quasi-neutrality constraint. The equation of electron drift waves including non linear and

toroidal coupling is then obtained

where Ve* is the electron diamagnetic velocity and V g e is the curvature drift velocity. For the

sake of simplicity, it is supposed that each Fourier harmonic of the field exhibits a standard

radial shape near the associated resonant surface (quasi-ballooning approximation). The

potential field can then be written as
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U(r,e,(p,t) =2Jrtr^- p ^ f VmnCt) exp(i(me+n(p))
mn

where the resonant surfaces r=rmn are such that the safety factor q(rmn) equals -vain. T| is a

number giving the turbulence level. The width w is independent of L and is assumed to fulfill

the contraint d < w < L s/Ln p s • (d ~ 1/nVq is a typical distance between resonant

surfaces). The first inequality is an overlapping condition for adjacent modes, thus optimizing

the toroidal coupling. The second inequality allows to neglect the ion Landau damping. With

these notations, an approximate equation for the time evolution of each Fourier component UL

can be obtained [5]. Introducing the function [3,4]

Un(e,t) = £ umn(t) exp(-i ((m -nq) 6 + Qn 0 ) ; Qn = = f 1- Ep2 (=
m n\ \n

where £2n is the frequency of the linear mode, an equation on Un(9,t) is thus obtained:

J 47t^
m=m'+m"
n=n'+n"

m1 m"

All frequencies are normalized to the diamagnetic frequency on a reference surface, £d

accounts for the radial gradient of the electronic diamagnetic frequency (diamagnetic shear)

and En is the toroidal coupling coefficient
j

p

Corrélation length with toroidal coupling

Considering only the toroidal coupling, a global eigenmode is derived from (1) [3,4]:
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Unl(8,t) = expf-i f f- (6 - Ed t) + 5 ^ sine

The periodicity condition on the poloidal angle 6 implies co=l Ed- In this case, each Fourier

component is given by umn(t) = exp(- i (Qn -1 Ed)t) J m -nq (- 2 En/Ed n/n ) where Jv is a

Bessel function of order v. Expanding the Bessel function, the global eigenmode is found to

extend in the radial direction over a macroscopic range Lc of the order Le ~ Ln-tyR. On the

basis of this scaling, the heat transport would exhibit a so called "stochastic scaling" (a = -1).

Correlation length with non linear coupling

We consider now the toroidal and non linear modes coupling. The correlated chains of modes

tend to be destroyed by the non linear coupling. We will show that different regimes can

occur, depending on the fluctuation level of non linear coupling. The function Un(6,t) is

written as:

Un(6,t) = 7 Cnl(t) exp -i I (G - Ed t) + -

An approximate equation for the time evolution of each component Cnl can be obtained from

0)
1 ̂ 5t~ = S Cn'n" Bn'n"

n' I11"

^B"'"2"
dn'n"(9)M v r - g [dnv(e)]3/2exp(."

-7C

dn'n-O) « l = (2)
1 -2i3L — B n V ^ s i n e

£d n n

A dimensionless parameter U=X £n/£d=21^d/3Rw2appears to be a key parameter in the

derivation of the transport regimes.

- H « 1 corresponds to a low toroidal coupling. The function dn'n"(0) is of the order

of 1 and the integral over the angle G equals 5Ç1 +1" -1). This procedure yields the following

set of equations

n' 1' 1"
n=n'+n"

which is similar to the initial system over the umn's [5]» up to a time dependent factor. We

will suppose in the following that the correlation length is the characteristic length of
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interaction of non linear coupling coefficients, which is the typical Aq decrease length of the

exponential: Aq - 1/nV^ • The number of coupled modes is Al ~ nAq ~ w/d. This leads to a

range of interaction Lc of the order of nAq d ~w. Thus, L c scales as the radial width of an

isolated mode, i.e. typically pi. This scaling is therefore of the gyrc-Bohm type.

- H » 1 corresponds to a strong toroidal coupling . Note that in this case, the

interaction width l'+l"-1 no longer vanishes and is of the order of H. This leads to an

increase of the number of mode coupling terms. This is compensated by a decrease of the

coupling amplitude. Moreover, the coupling hnTn'T exhibits an oscillatory behavior with

respect to 17n'-l"/n". Here, the interaction width is defined as a the first lobe of this function:

Aq - y H A / n ~ 1/n VEn/Ed, i-e. L c ~ Ln VpiAs R). The scaling of Lc is therefore of the

Bohm type.

Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, the radial correlation length of an electrostatic drift wave turbulence has

been determined analytically in various regimes. First, with strong non linear coupling, L c is

found to scale as the ion Larmor radius pi, associated with a gyro-Bohm scaling. However,

there exists a range of plasma parameters for which the effect of toroidal coupling persists,

leading to Lc of the order of "\j api, associated with a Bohm scaling. Note that the above

analysis relies on the calculation of a range of mode non linear interaction, which is an

"instantaneous" correlation length. The link with the usual correlation length, which involves

a time average, will be investigated in the future. One may indeed expect an additional

constraint on the decorrelation time compared to the time necessary to build a global mode.
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Since 1992 a Cross Polarisation Scattering (CPS) diagnostic has been used to study

broadband magnetic fluctuations in the gradient region of Tore Supra HI, with some

spatial localisation. With this device we investigated quantitatively how internal magnetic

turbulence reacts to variations of plasma current, density and radio frequency (RF)

heating power. Scanning the density allows to probe radially a zone ranging from

normalised radius r/a=0,3 to r/a=0,75, and to derive a fluctuation profile in that area.

Additional heating enables to study turbulence and local transport at half radius in L

mode. With all the measurements, it is also possible to test, in a large variety of plasma

conditions, simple local quantities as possible parameters driving the turbulence.

1°) Description of the CPS diagnostic and operating conditions.

emitting m,,// ///////
' / ////I/

Figure 1 shows the principle

of the CPS diagnostic, based on

the eigenmode change of a probing

O-mode microwave beam scattered

by magnetic fluctuations I1,2]

(O + B->X). Mode conversion

allows to separate the weak CPS

signal from the usual powerful

coherent scattering by ru, through

introducing into the plasma a cut-

off layer for the incident wave. It

has been proved P"5! that the CPS

process is strongly amplified in the

cut-off area, which provides a

spatial localisation in that region
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. Ray-tracing simulation of shot TS16275 ;
t=5s, illustrating the principle of the diagnostic.

for the scattered signal. The Plasma parameters :lp=UMA ;<ne>=3J5él9nr3 ;
working frequency is 60 GHz, and rlacut-qff=0^S ; ohmic regime.
the fluctuation wavenumber selected by the Bragg resonance condition at the cut-off layer
is £,=12.57 cm-1 ; £>«=0. The data acquisition system of the diagnostic includes :
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- a 4 MHz heterodyne detection, providing turbulence spectra at selected times.

- a 1 kHz video detection Sont, recording the power transmitted to the receiving

antenna, used foreigenmode selection M and qualitative refraction evaluation.

- a signal 5300, monitoring throughout the shot the power in a 10 kHz wide

window at 300 kHz in the scattered spectrum.

For all the experiments described below, typical plasma parameters were : toroidal

field fio=3.7T ; major radius /?=2.32 m ; minor radius a=0.75 m ; helium gas. Since the

plasma centre was not aligned with the antennas, k\ at the cut-off was not strictly 0,

which caused a Doppler shift of the CPS spectra. Once the Doppler effect is corrected,

thanks to the heterodyne spectra, S300 and the total CPS power have the same variations.

2°) Density effects.

A series of ohmic shots was performed, with three current plateaux (Ip=0J, 1.0

and 1.3MA) at fixed volume averaged density <ne>. From shot to shot, <ne> was

scanned from 2.2el9 to 5.2el9nr3, and thus the O-mode cut-off layer location

(determined by a local density /fc=4.47el9nr3) was shifted from r/a=0,3 to r/a=0,75. In

this density regime, a saturation of the diamagnetic confinement time is observed.

In these experiments the scattered power is not directly proportional to the magnetic

fluctuation level (SB/B)2. As <ne> is raised indeed, the cut-off layer moves towards the

edge and the scattering volume is reduced, as proved in Œ. Moreover, the amplification

of the CPS process at the cut-off layer is sensitive to the local density gradient. All these

spurious effects have to be compensated to uncover the fluctuation rate. For a signal

originating entirely from the cut-off region, a simple ID modelling l6l shows that the

correcting factor is Ln
m2R, Ln being the local density gradient length.

Within instrumental errorbars the
20
18

•16
14

•Ip=0,7MA
oIp=l,0MA
Blp=l,3MA

determined turbulence levels show no clear

dependence on Ip, and strongly increase

with <ne>. Possible explanations are a <

parametric dependence of the turbulence on ^ 1 0

<ne> or a radial variation of (SB/B)2 for "~ 8
CD £
"* O

different locations of the cut-off. If the latter «c 4

process is dominant, a fluctuation profile in 2

the gradient region can be derived from the _,

cut-off positions. Figure 2 shows that

(SB/Bj1 is a growing function of r/a at the Fig.2. Derived turbulence profile

cut-off, with an 8-fold increase between 0,3 and 0,75. The absolute (SB/B)2 presented
together with the results in arbitrary units was evaluated by the procedure defined in HI.
The errorbars are mainly brought by the various corrections to the measured signal $300-
Local parameters linked to the turbulence level should depend weakly on Ip at a given

0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
r la at the cut-off layer
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•a
11,5

<ne>, and increase radially. Simple candidates areL/,"1 or Z/r/1 (the electron temperature

inverse gradient length), with for both of them an affine relation to (SB/B)2. The good

correlation with Ln may be artificial, due to scattering volume corrections.

3°) Additional heating effects.

A set of experiments in L-mode was carried out with Ion Cyclotron Resonance

Heating (ICRH) and Lower Hybrid (LH) waves, at 7p=l,3MA ; <nc>=3,5el9m-3.

Additional power was scanned from 1 to 3MW with four Is. steps. Density profiles were

not affected by the RF heating and the cut-off layer remained at r/a=0£5.

Heterodyne spectra show a 3,5

systematic growth of the Doppler shift 33

with additional power, attributed to an «^

increased plasma rotation. However, eo

observations without Doppler effect have "^ 2

revealed no dramatic change in the

scattered spectrum shape, suggesting that __

the same instability may be responsible for *2-»

magnetic fluctuations in L-mode as in the Î2-0.5

ohmic case. Meanwhile (SB/B)2 strongly 0 . . . ? . . 2 3»OTIx
 4

Additional power (MW)
rises with RF power, as shown on Figure F ig. 3 : Fluctuation levels normalised to

3. This tendancy is qualitatively similar tne ohmic phase, versus additional power.

to that of density fluctuations observed at r/a=0,4 with reflectometry PI.

The turbulence increase in the gradient region can be attributed to a steepening of

the temperature profile, which is the only plasma feature significantly modified by RF

application. Correlations can be found between (SB/B)2 and cither VTe or Ljt at the cut-

off layer. The obtained relations are independent of the wave used for heating, and the

Lje'1 affine dependence is the same in L mode as in the previous series of ohmic shots.

Together with turbulence studies, a ^ 2 , 5

local transport analysis was conducted in "g

the gradient region ïgï. Additional heating ^

of the plasma causes an increase of the © It-

local electron diffusivity %e at half radius,

that can only be explained by a temperature

profile peaking. Xe is plotted as a function

of magnetic turbulence levels on figure 4,

and shows a linear scaling with (SB/B)2.

These observations support that there is a

close link between fluctuations and local

•ICI
oLH

RH
[

r • Y •

11
•S 1

%0,5

** 0
0 1 , 2 3 " 4

(8B/B)2 (r/a=0,55) (A.U.)
Fig. 4. Heat diffusivity as a function of
magnetic fluctuation levels at half radius
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transport coefficients in the gradient zone. As %e at half radius is itself known to be

correlated to the global confinement time, this also suggests that turbulence levels in the

gradient region may be crucial for the confinement performances of tokamaks.

4°) Discussion and conclusions.

Three major observations can be drawn from these experiments :

- A density scan with ohmic shots has lead to an "effective turbulence profile"

(5B/B)2
cui.off=f((r/a)cui.qff shot by shot), which is the real profile in ohmic regime if

(SB/B) has a weak dependence on <ne>.

- A large increase of the turbulence level is observed with additional heating, that

can be linked to the deterioration of local transport and global confinement in L-mode.

- All the experimental results can be 20

put on Figure 5 as a function of Lre at the

cut-off. The empirical relation has the form

(SB/B)2 «* (LTe'^-LTeO'^)i w*th LTeC"

50cm. This result is all the more remarkable

as a wide range of plasma parameters was

swept, and as Lje changes were obtained

by two radically different ways in ohmic

and RF-heated plasmas. This makes Lje a

good candidate as a simple local driving

term for an electromagnetic turbulence in

the gradient region of Tore Supra. Further

18

16

14

oICRH
«LH
QOH;0.7MA
BOH;1.0MA
HOH;1.3MA

+-4

insight and experiments are necessary to

(5B/B)2=l,0e-9
(±100%)

4 6 8
at the cut-off (nr1)

work out a more elaborate and more Fig.5. Compilation of all the experimental

relevant parameter. If LTe is the key factor resuits « afiuicàon ofLTe at the cut-off.

to explain magnetic fluctuation levels, then the presented turbulence profile is nearly a real

one since temperature profile shapes do not depend a lot on <n«> in ohmic regime. This

also means that (6B/B) saturates at high density in ohmic plasmas.

[1] : Zou X.L. & Al. : "Internal Magnetic Turbulence Measurement in Plasma by Cross

Polarisation Scattering" ; to be published in Physical Review Letter

[2] : Lehner T., Rax J.-M. & Zou X.L. : Europhys. Utter 8 (8) 1989 p.759

[3] : Zou X.L., Laurent L. & Rax J.-M. : Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 33 903

[4] : Bruskin L.G., Mase A. & Tamano T. : Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 36 681

[5] : Bruskin L.G., Mase A. & Tamano T. : Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 37 255

[6] : Colas L. & Zou X.L. : Congrès SFP 1994 ; F5

[7] : Clairet F. & Al. : These proceedings

[8] : Devynck P. & Al. : Proceedings of the 22n d EPS Conference
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Local density fluctuation dependencies
in TORE SUPRA Tokamak L mode plasmas

F. Clairet, P.Devynck, C.Laviron, P.Moreau, M.Paume
F . G e r v a i s + , P.Hennequin+ , A.Quéméneur+, A.Truc+

Association Euratom-CEA, Département de Recherche sur la Fusion
Contrôlée, Centre d'Etude de Cadarache, 13108 Saint Paul Lez Durance,
FRANCE

+ Laboratoire de Physique des Milieux Ionisés, CNRS, UPR287, Ecole
Polytechnique 91128 Palaiseau, FRANCE

Substantial thermonuclear power in Tokamak devices cannot be
achieved without auxiliary heating power. However, the cost to pay is a
degradation of energy confinement time (L mode plasmas). Plasma
fluctuations driven fluxes such as drift waves on the ion gyroradius
scale is often invoked as a source for anomalous transport, but it is not
clear what driving terms are responsible for these instabilities to grow.
Therefore, further insights are required to characterise the fluctuations
in term of local plasma parameters.

Broadband density fluctuations have been investigated with
O mode reflectometry fl] and IR collective scattering (ALTAIR) [2]
diagnostics for a series of shots with ion cyclotron resonance heating
(ICRH) additional power (L mode regime). The working conditions were:
Te(0)=2.5-3.5 keV; ne(0)=6.1019rn-3; q(a)=4; During the shots, the
density profile was kept constant in order to get rid of any density
gradient driving turbulence mechanisms. Additional heating was
performed through four steps of about lsec. each, incremented from 0
to 3MW (fig. 1). During the heating phase, no significant change of the
total effective charge (Zeff) and no MHD activity was recorded.

Density fluctuations measured by reflectometry are recorded with
homodyne detection. So, it is difficult to take into account for
refraction and diffusion volume effects, and, only a relative analysis
referred to the ohmic phase is presented. Measurements have been
performed at seven different fixed frequencies i.e. seven locations into
the plasma. Reflectometry suffers from low kr resolution. However, as
the k fluctuation spectrum on TS is mostly below 10 cm"1 [3], there is
some good spatial resolution ranging from 1 cm at the edge to 10 cm in
the gradient region. The ke spectrum is measured between 5 and
14 cm"1 by the IR scattering diagnostic; some spatial resolution is
obtained by distinguishing the two spectral components (ionic and
electronic diamagnetic drift direction) spatially separated by the
position of the inversion of the radial electric field (ps) located at
r/a=0.9 [4].
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In the ohmic phase, the ke spectra at the edge and the core of the
plasma are different, leading to a clear evidence of two distinct
turbulence feature (fig. 2).

During additional ICRH power, the radial profile of density
fluctuations, given by reflectometry, exhibits a rather complex trend
(fig. 4). From r/a=0.95 to r/a=0.9 a decrease of the turbulence is due to
a decrease of the low frequencies (0-60 kHz) in the power spectrum,
while high frequencies (60-250 kHz) behaves in the opposite way but
represent a smaller fraction of the total power spectrum. This supports
a local effect of the fluctuations. At the edge the k spectrum is
modified for all wave number values from 5 to 14 cm'1 (fig. 2). The
larger increase is observed for 7<k<9cm"l (X5) correlated with
additional heating (fig. 3), while reflectometry measurements, at
r/a=0.95, do not observe such a correlation. Two reasons can be put
forward to explain this difference: A shift in the position of the electric
shear can lead to an increase of the IR scattering volume, or else, the
density fluctuation enhancement is localised well beyond r/a=0.95 i.e.
into the scrape off layer (SOL). Actually, far edge turbulence is believed
to have complex scaling properties [5]. However, during additional
heating, power deposition upon the inner wall of the vacuum vessel, as
well as fast particles can provoke a desorption and neutral ionisation,
as observed on the carbon (Cn) emission line (fig. 1), driving thermal
instabilities [6] in the SOL, that could explain the discrepancies
between both diagnostics.

Into the gradient region, both diagnostics agree with an increase
of the turbulence correlated with the additional power. The IR
scattering k spectrum (fig. 2) is differently modified compared to the
edge since only low values (<7cm-l) are affected and in lower
proportion (up to 80%). Reflectomctry shows an increase of about 90%
of density fluctuations toward the centre at r/a=0.4 with a strong
correlation with the electron temperature gradient scale length
(L-Te=Te/VTe) (fig. 5). This parameter seems to be a relevant for driving
micro instabilities, as observed also for magnetic fluctuations [7].

[1] Paume M. , Chareau J.M., Clairet F., in proc. IAEA Technical Com. Meeting
on Reflectometry JET joint undertaking (1992).

[2] Truc A., Quéméneur A., Hennequin P., Rev. Sci. Instr., 63, 7 (1992).

[3] Devynck P., Garbet X., Laviron C, Plas. Phys. Com. Fus 3S, 63 (1993).

[4] Garbct X., Payan J., C. Laviron, et al.,jNucl. Fus. 32, 2147 (1992)

[5] Rhodes T.L., Ritz C.P., Bengtson R.D., Nucl. Fus., 33, 1147, (1993).

[6] Ware A.S. et al.. Phys. Fluids B4, 877, (1992).

[7] Colas L., Zou X.L., Paume M., et al., these proceedings.
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t (sec.)
FIG. 1: Time evolution of the central density ne(0), the
increasing additional ICRH power from 0 to 3 MW and
the Cn line emission edge spectroscopy.

k wave number (cm"1)
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to
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0

0<r/a<ps PlCRH=2JMW
(b)
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4-
5 10 15

k wave number (cm*1)

FIG. 2: Density fluctuations versus poloidal wave number measured by IR scattering for
ohmic (I) and with additional 2.8MW ICRH power (I), from both sides of the position (ps)*
of the inversion of the radial electric field. Note the different k spectrum of density
fluctuations between the edge (a), and? the gradient (b) regions in the ohmic regime.
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High-resolution X-ray line spectroscopy on the Tore Supra tokamak:
a powerful tool for plasma diagnostics and atomic physics
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1. Spectrometer

High-resolution, curved-crystal, Johann-type spectrometer for the 1 -4 À region.
Quartz crystals (30x50 mm2, thickness 0.4mm); the crystals are bent by sucking them against
cylindrically shaped supports with radii of curvature, R, of about 3150mm, fig.l.
Bragg angles 65° £ 6 < 71° (this choice ensures high spectral resolution, simplifies the lay-out, and
permits heavy shielding against neutrons and gammas).
Position-encoding photon detector (angular acceptance A0 =1.9°).

Spectral resolution X18X = 13 000; up to 128 spectra per tokamak discharge

For the moment we are mainly interested in the spectra of the He-like ions of the elements from
Argon to Copper ( lines w,x,y, and z), and the associated satellite lines from the Ii-like ions.

See table 1 for ion species, wavelengths, crystal cuts, etc. More details in ref.[l]

ion species

Ar 16+
Sc 19+
Ti 20+
V 21+
Cr 22+
Mn23+
Fe 24+
Ni 26+
Cu 27+
Kr 34+
Ar 17+*

••*w[A]

3.9482
2.872
2.6097
2.3812
2.1814
2.0055
1.8498
1.5879
1.4771
0.9454
3.730**

hkl
200
211
212
104
310
312
115
116
420
446
201

2d/n [A]

4.256
3.082
2.764
2.5760
2.3604
2.1632
1.9762
1.6916
1.6082
1.149
3.960

6wH
68.1
68.7
70.8
67.6
67.5
68.0
69.2
69.8
66.7
68.7
70.5

R[mm]

3165
3165
3130
3195
3200
3195
3142
3140
3212
3165
3130

Rsinew
2936
2948
2956
2954
2956
2962
2937
2947
2950
2948
2950

Table I

H-like

Fig.l. Octogonal crystal barrel.
3 out of 8 cylindrically curved,
remote-selected crystals may
be seen.
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2. Diagnostic applications.
2.1 Electron and ion temperatures, and plasma motion.

The spectra consist of the He-like lines w, x, y, and z (Is2 ISO - Is2p lPi, Is2p 3P2, Is2p 3pi, and
Is2s 3Sl), and the associated satellites from the Is2nl - Is2pnl transitions (with n>2) in Li-like
ions.These lines are produced by collisional excitation from the the groundstate and by
recombination (w, x, y, z), innershell ionisation (z), innershell excitation (q, t, r) and by
dielectronic recombination (j, k, r,..., and n>3).
The formation of these spectra (i.e. wavelengths and excitation rates) is well understood [2],
and for some elements, extensive calculations and comparision with observed spectra have led
to the quantitative description of all the features in a spectrum ; see for example the case of Ni
in ref. [3].
The high degree of understanding permits routine diagnostic applications in tokamak physics.
The most prominent plasma quantities are:

* electron temperature Te (from the j / w intensity ratio)
* ion temperature Ti (from the Doppler-width of w)
* plasma motion (from the Doppler-shift of w)
* absolute densities of impurity elements (from the absolute intensity of w)
* ionization state (from the q/w intensity ratio)

For these applications, where the line profile of w needed, the dielectronic satellites (labelled n>3)
its long-wavelength-side must be carefully taken into account.
In fig.2 we show an observed spectrum of Fe24+,23+,' together with a partial synthetic spectrum
obtained by a %^-Ht. This plasma, heated by the plasma current ("ohmic heating") and by
ion-cyclotron-resonance -frequency waves ("ICRF-heating"), has Te = 2.95keV and Ti=2.5keV.
Typical fitting errors are 5Te , 5Ti= 0.05-O.lkeV.

The high signal-to-noise ratio of the spectra permits the measurement of line shifts which are
a small fraction (1/20) of the linewidth.
This is shown in fig.3. Notice that when the lower-hybrid heating ("LH") is replaced by ICKF,
Te decreases from 3.7 to 3.0keV (the intensities of the n>3 lines go up), Ti increases from 2.2 to
2.5 kev (the width of w increases), and the spectrum shifts to shorter wavelengths by 0.05mA
(given the geometry of observation, this corresponds to a change of the toroidal plasma velocity
by20km/s).
Various types of discharges and heating scenarios have been studied in this way using the intense
spectra of Fe24+,23+ and Cr22+,21+, see ref.[4].

1.850

Fe24+. 23+
shot 11956
1=10-11.5s (ICRF)

— observed
similated

(z ) -

1000

7

(

J 5

100

• • • •
Fe24+.23+
Shot 11957

+ LH
• CFF

background *

• t i - , * '

ackg

(even-numbered channels only)

_L J_ JL

Hg.2

1.B55 1.860
XI A] ; 0.053mA per channel

1.865 1.847

Fig3

1.848 1.849 1.850 1.851
X[k\ ; 0.106mA between markers

1.852 1.853
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2.2 Absolute impurity' densities
In a recent paper [5 ] we have presented a technique for an absolute intensity calibration of the
spectrometer in terms of counts s-l/(photon s-lcm-2 sr l ) . The procedure is as follows.
From the so-called Zeff-diagnostic, the absolute brightness of the continuum emission (free-free
+ free-bound) is obtained in the visible. An atomic-physics and particle-transport code, which
also takes data on impurity line emission from an XUV spectrometer, is then used to calculate
the absolute brightness of the continuum near to the X-ray line of interest. In a Johann-type
Bragg spectrometer it is very easy discriminate between the true continuum and the background
produced by neutrons, gammas, and straylight. This is obtained by placing a metal strip on the
focusing circle at the source side, producing an
absorption dip.
Fig.4 shows a partial spectrum of Cr with the
dip indicating the true spectral continuum. 2000
Now the absolute brightness of the line w
is also known.With the electron temperature
(taken from the j /w intensity ratio or from 1500
the Thomson scattering diagnostic) the
absolute density of the He-like charge state
is obtained. Finally, by summing over all
charge states we get the absolute density of
the impurity element.
We have applied this technique to Cr, Mn
and Fe. Minimum detectable densities are
of the order of 2 10l3m-3 in a plasma with
an electron density of 6 10l9m-3. See ref.[5]

1000

500

Cr22+, 21 +
shot 15867
t = 3.4-5.2S (LH)

I
2.170 2.175

Fig.4
2.180 2.185 2.190

0.07mA per channel

2.195

3. Contributions to atomic physics
3.1. He- and Li-like ions (n=2 to n=l transitions')
High-resolution X-ray line spectroscopy of tokamak plasmas has led to important contributions to
the understanding of spectra. In fact, tokamak plasmas contain many "natural" impurity elements
(Cr, Fe,...), and with laser blow-off and gas injection techniques of "exotic" elements (Sc, V, Kr), the
well-diagnosed tokamak plasma becomes a versatile light source. The spectra of many elements
from Z=16 (sulfur) and 2=36 (krypton) have first been observed on tokamaks [6,7]. In particular,
an almost complete iso-electronic sequence from S to Cu is available for comparison with atomic
physics calculations (only 3 out of 14 elements are missing: K, Ca and Co). In most cases, the
spectral resolution is limited by the Doppler width of the lines, rather than by the instrument
function, which permits to compare experimental wavelengths (with uncertainties <1CH X) to
calculated ones.Tokamaks may also be operated to produce plasmas with different values of the
electron temperature.This also helps to understand details of line intensities, such as the
individual contributions of the different excitation mechanisms mentioned above.
An illustration of this aspect of tokamak
spectroscopy is shown in fig.5, where we
compare an observed Cu spectrum to its
simulation (unpublished data from the
authors). Here we have taken the
theoretical wavelengths of the lines w
and z to determine the wavelength axis
of the spectrometer. In order to obtain the
good agreement between experiment
and theory shown in fig.5, the theoretical
wave lengths of the Li-like lines had to
be corrected by ± 0.00015À. These
corrections are quite small (10-4 X), but
clearly out side the error bars.

2000

1500 -

1000

500

CU27+.26+ — experiment, shot 13498
— simulation

Fig-5 1.470 1.475 1-480 1.485
X(A); 0.039mA per channel

1.490
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3.2 Neon-like ions (n=3 to n=2 transitions)
As mentioned above, the spectra of the (simple)
two-electron ions have been studied extensively.
They may be used to determine the wave-
lengths from the more complicated many-
electron systems.To demonstrate this, we
take profit of the fortunate coincidence of the
Ti20+ spectrum ( He-like ion; n=2 to n=l
transitions) observed in third order, with
the Ag37+ spectrum (Ne-like ion; n=3 to
n=2 transitions) observed in second order
from the same crystal. In fig.6 we show a
partial spectrum of Ti20+,19+ (exp. and
theor.) from an ohmic discharge. With

1200

1000

800

600 -

3.910 3.915 MA) (second order) 3 . g 3 0 3 g 3 5

1 1 1 r—
shot 16271

experiment, 1=2.4 - 6s; ohmic healing
bestlil lo TJ20+.19+

Fig.6

ICRF heating, an additional line appears, fig.7,
which is identified as an n=3 to n=2 transition 2.605
in Ne-like silver, Ag37+ (upper level
2s2 2p5 3d (3/2,1/2)2 ; (Ag is a component 22oo
of solder material used in antenna design).
We take the wavelengths of w and y of
Ti20+ from ref. [8] to fix the third-order
wavelength axis. This also fixes the
second-order wavelength axis (after
correction for the refractive index of
quartz). In order to obtain the excellent
fit for the Ag37+ line, shown in hg.7, it
was necessary to substract 0.00035À from
the calculated wavelength given in ref.[9]
(3.9253Â), confirming a similar statement
made by the authors of ref.[9].

3.910

2000

1800

1600

1400

1200

1000

800

600 U

2.610 X(À] (third order) 2.620 2.625

X[À] (second order) 3.930 3.9353.915
1—

w Shot 16271

experiment; t=8-9.4s;ohmic + ICRF
besttit to Ti20+.19+
bestlit to Ag37+,with X=3.924955Â

Fig.7

4.Conclusion and final remarks 2-605 2.610 X{A] (third order) 2.620 2.625

* We have a high-resolution, multi-crystal spectrometer for the 1-4 Â region.
Time-resolved spectra of n=2 to n=l transitions in the He- and Li-like isoelectronic sequendes of
various elements from Argon (Z=18) to Copper (Z=29) are routinely taken.

* Atomic-physics calculations (wavelengths, exdtation rates) and x^-fit procedures ("synthetic
spectra") permit (almost on-line) determination of important plasma quantities, such as
electron and ion temperatures, absolute impurity densities, their ionization state, and
macroscopic plasma motion.

* High-resolution spectra observed on Tore Supra permit fine-tuning of wavelength calculations
for Li- and Ne-like ions. Cu26+ and Ag37+ are given as examples.

* n=2 to n=l transitions in the Be- and B-like sequendes (at the long-wavelength side of the He-like
line z) have also been observed and identified (not dicussed in this paper).

* Spectra from the H-like sequence (Lyal,2, and assoaated satellites) may also be taken with the
appropriate crystals (for the moment, only the Arl7+ crystal is available)
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Charge exchange (CX) reactions have been identified to play an important
role in impurity transport and power balance. The present paper discusses
the influence of CX reactions on impurity radiation especially for the case
of ergodic divertor (ED) shots. Here, a strongly radiating edge layer at the
ED modules is observed. This toroidally and poloidally asymmetric layer
radiates a substatial fraction of the total power [1]. Within this dense
layer temperatures as low as 10 to 80 eV are observed over a radial
extension of about 0.15 m [2], A high density of neutrals considerably
modifies the ionization balance of impurity ions at the plasma edge and
results in a high neutral density even in the plasma core. A relative
neutral density profile no(r) is obtained from a neutral transport
calculation. Comparison of simulated and measured spectral line ratios
allows to adjust the absolute no (fig.2,7). The modified impurity
ionization balance calculated with an impurity transport code [3] including
the neutral particle profile is shown in fig. 5,6. The essential features of
the neutral transport code are the use of an integral method at the plasma
edge (which calculates no as the sum of the primary wall flux and the
integral over the CX neutrals [4]) and an effective diffusion coefficient
Do=^mVth within the plasma bulk where the mean free path of neutrals
^m=vth(qie+qcx)"1 i s smaller than typical plasma lengths (e.g. X=ne/(dne/dr))
[5]. vth is the local thermal velocity of the CX neutrals and qie,qCx are the..
collision rates (ne,o<^v>) for ionisation and CX. High density deuterium TS •
discharges with and without the ED hJave been analysed. In therED cases the.
spectral line shape of Da indicates that the primary neutral influx is
dominated by Franck-Condon (4eV) neutrals (w/o ED 40eV is used).
Impurity transport simulations using experimental profiles of Te and ne

permit parametric studies of the " varations of the total radiated power
(Ptot) and C-line intensity ratios (called G and p-ratios [3]) as a function of
the neutral density, no edge values as high as 1% of the electron density
(ne) i.e. 1017 nr3 are inferred. Ptot and the intensity ratios (G, p) show
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strong variations only for a no edge value above a threshold between 1016

and 1017 m-3.
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Figures
Fig.1 Time evolution of a high density ED shot a) plasma current lp ,
divertor current IED, and D2 gas puffing; b) average electron density <ne>
and central electron temperature Te(0); c) average effective charge Zeff d)
Da filter detector viewing the inner wall; e) ohmic power PQ and radiated

power Pracj measured by bolometry.

Fig. 2. Time evolution of Carbon CX-sensitive lines. The ED is activated

from the beginning of the discharge but it influences the plasma only when

the resonance condition [1] at about 3s during the ramp up of lp (trace a) is
attained, b) intensity ratio of the intercombination (lcv) to resonance line
(Rev) of He-like C ions. The G-ratio (lCv/Rcv) increases from 0.4 to 0.6 as
the ED becomes resonant, c) intensity ratio of CVI Lyoc to the CV resonance
line Rev The p-ratio Lya/RCv is sensitive to transport modifications
induced by the ED at the edge, d) radiance of the CVI Lya line; at 3s the
signal decreases to a lower level, due to the efficient ED screening.
Fig.3 Te profiles of the reference shot without ED compared to the ED

discharge at 5s.
Fig.4 ne profiles corresponding to fig.3.
Fig.5a,b. Radial profiles of the C ionisation states calculated with the
measured ne and Te profiles, a) w/o and b) with the ED. CX recombination
and increased transport concomitant with the Te drop at the edge modify
the ionization balance which produces the increased radiation of CI,...,CV.
Fig.6 a) G and b) p-ratio as a function of n0 and D for ED conditions (dotted
lines) and ref. shot. Important is that both are sensitive functions of n0"

above a threshold value of 1016rrr3. Given the measured values of G, the
following values for D and no at r/a=1 are inferred:. ref. shot
D=const.=2m2/s; no=1016nr3; ED shot D=2m2/s for r/a<.8, ramping up to 6

at the plasma edge; no^1017nr3.
Fig.7 Calculated n0 profiles for the ref. shot (w/o ED) and the ED shot at

5s. For r/a<0.6 a diffusive model. is used, whereas close to the wall an

analytical solution of the transport equation is used.
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Fig.8 Simulation of the total C radiation (Ptot) as a function of no! and D. It
is seen that a critical threshold for the Ptot increase at about no=1017 nv3

exists. The simulation indicates 0.4 (measured 0.5) and 0.7MW (measured
0.7) for the ref. shot and the ED shot respectively.
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